
Prices exclude VAT and delivery.

Opening Options for neo®

1. Manual - Within Hand Reach
The manual opening option requires the operator to be able to reach 
the handle when the casement is in its open position. The average 
reach for adult males is 667.2mm and for females 556.4mm. neo® has 
a manual opening distance of 550mm. If you do not think you will be 
able to reach the handle when open, an alternative opening option 
should be selected.

2. Manual - Out of Hand Reach
If the operator will be unable to reach the cill of the 
roof window once it is installed you may wish to 
choose the manual ‘out of reach’ option. This will 
require you to purchase the below two items.

3. Motorised Opening
You may wish to motorise the opening of the roof 
window. There are two motorised options: Cill 
Motorised meaning the motor is concealed within 
the cill of the frame and will cost an additional £273 
or Jamb Motorised meaning two motors will be 
concealed in the Jambs of the frame this will cost an 
additional £542.

4. Fixed Shut
neo® can be fixed shut. You will need to specify 
this when ordering your rooflight. The fixing bracket 
is concealed within the frame. You will only see a 
discreet white plug in the cill of the rooflight. This 
is there should you wish to change your opening 
option in the future.

 

Please note Jamb Motorised neo® roof windows cannot be changed to a manual opening option once delivered. However, the manual within reach, manual out of
reach, fixed shut and cill motorised opening options are interchangeable (additional costs will occur if opening option is changed once delivered).

neo® with 
a jamb motor.

Fixed shut neo®.
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Manual Opening £1084 £1060 £1080 £1201 £1228 - £1080 £1201 - £1022 £1141

Cill Motorised 
Opening

£1329 £1305 £1325 £1446 £1473 - £1325 £1446 - £1267 £1386

Jamb Motorised 
Opening 

£1729 £1705 £1725 £1846 £1873 - £1725 £1846 - £1667 £1786

Concealed cill motor  

OPTE  300mm Brass Telescopic 
Hand Winder

OPTJ 150mm Chrome 
Hand Winder


